ANNOUNCEMENT

M.Sc. Bin Zhou will

FRIDAY 22. OF JANUARY, at 10.15 a.m

I AUDITORIUM 3, DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY, BLINDERN

give a trial lecture on the following topic:

“Nitogen cycling in agriculturally-impacted catchments”

FRIDAY 22. OF JANUARY, at 13.15 p.m.

IN AUDITORIUM 2, DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY, BLINDERN

the doctoral candidate will defend his dissertation:

“Assessments through field studies, experiments and modelling of potential risk for phosphorus loss from an agricultural watershed”

for the degree of Ph.D. To judge the dissertation and the disputation the Faculty appointed the following committee:

Professor Robert Mortimer, College of Arts and Science Nottingham Trent University

Professor Hjalmar Laudon, Sveriges landbruksuniversitet, Umeå

Professor Claus Jørgen Nielsen, Department of Chemistry, University of Oslo

Professor Robert Mortimer and Professor Hjalmar Laudon are appointed to serve as opponents and Professor Harald Walderhaug will chair the disputation.
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